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We prove the existence of a strong anti-periodic solution for the quasilinear
wave equation with viscosity
< < 2u y div s =u =u y Du s f x , t in V = R . . 4t t t
 . <under the Dirichlet boundary condition u t s 0, where V is a bounded domain­ V
N 2 2’ .in R with the boundary ­ V and s ¨ is a function like 1r 1 q ¨ . Q 1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are concerned with the existence of an anti-periodic
solution to the problem
< < 2u y div s =u =u y Du s f x , t in V = R 1.1 .  . 4 .t t t
 . <with the boundary condition u x, t s 0, where V is a bounded domain­ V
N 3  2 .in R with a smooth, say C class, boundary ­ V and s s s ¨ is a
2’positive function like 1r 1 q ¨ .
 .Here, a function g x, t is called v anti-periodic in t if and only if
g x , t q v s yg x , t for any t g R 1.2 .  .  .
 w x.cf. H. Okochi 16 . Needless to say, an v anti-periodic function is 2v
periodic in t.
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 .Equation 1.1 in one space dimension N s 1 was introduced by J.
w x w xGreenberg 6 and J. Greenberg, R. Maccamy, and V. Mizel 7 as a model
of a modified quasilinear wave equation which has global smooth solutions
for large data. Since then, many authors have investigated the global
existence as well as the asymptotic behaviour of solutions to this and
 w x w x w xrelated equations see M. Tsutsumi 20 , G. Webb 21 , Y. Ebihara 2 , G.
w x w x w x w xAndrews 1 , Y. Yamada 22 , H. Engler 3 , A. Friedman and J. Necas 5 ,
w x w xH. Pecher 17 , S. Kawashima and Y. Shibata 9 , T. Kobayashi, H. Pecher,
w x w xand Y. Shibata 10 , K. Mizohata and S. Ukai 11 , M. Nakao and T. Nanbu
w x w x .14 , M. Nakao 12, 13 , and the references cited in these papers .
w xConcerning the existence of periodic solution C. Sowunmi 18 treated
 .the one space dimensional case N s 1 to prove that if f x, t is v periodic
 .in t, the problem 1.1 has an v periodic strong solution under the
assumption
2 2 < X < 2e G s ¨ G e ) 0 and s ¨ y 2 s ¨ G e ) 0 1.3 .  .  .1 0 0
with some constants e , e . When N s 1 it is easy to see that the strong0 1
 .solution becomes smoother if f x, t is so. Quite recently we have general-
w xized in 13 the main result of Sowunmi to the case N G 2, that is, we have
 .proved the existence of a strong periodic solution to the problem 1.1 in
general dimensions. Here, we mean by ``strong solution'' a generalized
 .  .solution u t such that every term appearing in Eq. 1.1 is continuous as
2 . w xan L V valued function. For the arguments in 18, 13 the uniform
 .ellipticity condition 1.3 is used essentially. This condition, however,
excludes the most important example
2 2’< < < <s =u s 1r 1 q =u . 1.4 . .
w xIn another recent paper 15 we have shown that if we restrict ourselves
to the antiperiodic solutions we can overcome the difficulty and the result
w x  2 .  .of Sowunmi 18 holds for a class of s ¨ including 1.4 . That is, we have
 .proved that when N s 1, the problem 1.1 admits an v anti-periodic
 .strong or smooth solution if f x, t is v anti-periodic in t and smooth in
an appropriate sense.
w xThe object of this paper is to extend the main result of 15 to the
 .general case N G 2. That is, we shall prove for a class of s including 1.4
 .  .that the problem 1.1 admits an v anti-periodic strong solution u t if
 .f x, t is v anti-periodic in t and appropriately smooth.
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2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS
The function spaces we use are all familiar and we omit the defintiion of
them. But, we note that if X is a Banach space the set of X valued v
 .anit-periodic continuous functions on R is denoted by C v; X . Similar
notation will be employed freely.
We make the following asusmptions on s .
 . 2w ..HYPOTHESIS 1. s ? belongs to C 0, ` and satisfies
 .  2 . < X 2 . <1 0 F s ¨ F k - ` and s ¨ F k - `, and1 1
 . < X < 2  < X < 24 p2 there exists p ) 0 such that s y 2 s ¨ G k s q 2 s ¨ for2
some k , k ) 0.1 2
Remark. Without loss of generality we may assume p ) 2 in Hypothe-
X2 2 2 2 2’ .  .  . <  . < sis 1 2 . When s ¨ s 1r 1 q ¨ we see s ¨ y 2 s ¨ ¨ s 1 q
2 .y3r2 < X < 2  2 .y1r2¨ and s q 2 s ¨ G 2 1 q ¨ and hence we can take p s 3.
 .Hypothesis 1 2 will play an important role in our argument, which is
 w x.different from the case N s 1 cf. 15 .
Our results read as follows.
2 2 ..  .THEOREM 1. Let f g L v ; L V . Then, under the Hypothesis 1 1 and
 .  .  .2 , the problem 1.1 admits an v anti-periodic solution u t in the class
W 2, 2 v ; L2 V l W 1, 2 v ; H l H 0 V , .  . .  .2 1
and the estimates
v
2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5sup =u t q u t q =u t dt F CM 2.1 .  .  .  .Ht t 0 5
0t
and
v
2 2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5sup Du t q =u t q Du t q u t dt F CM .  .  .  . 4  .Ht t t t 0
0t
2.2 .
hold, where we set
v
22 5 5M s f t dt. .H0
0
 .The solution u t in Theorem 1 is not ``strong'' in the sense that the
 . 2 .terms appearing in 1.1 may not be continuous as L V valued functions.
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1, 2 2 ..  .THEOREM 2. Let f g W v ; L V . Then, under the Hypothesis 1 1
 .  .  .and 2 , the problem 1.1 admits an v anti-periodic solution u t in the class
C 2 v ; L2 V l C1 v ; H V l H 0 V l W 2, 2 v ; H 0 V , .  .  .  . .  .  .2 1 1
 .  .and, in addition to the estimates 2.1 , 2.2 in Theorem 1, we ha¨e
v
2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5sup u t q Du t q =u t dt F C M q M , 2.3 .  .  .  . .  .Ht t t t t 0 1
0t
where we set
v
22 5 5M s f t dt. .H1 t
0
For the proofs of the theorems we use the following elementary lemma
concerning anti-periodic functions.
1, 1 .LEMMA 1. Let u g W v ; X , X being a Banach space. Then, the
estimate
v d
5 5sup u t F u t dt 2.4 .  .  .X H dt X0t
holds.
 w x.The proof is easy and omitted cf. Haraux 8 .
3. A Priori Estimates
In this section we derive a priori estimates for an assumed v anti-peri-
 .  .odic solution u t for the problem 1 which has a sufficient regularity as
required. We begin with:
 .  .LEMMA 2. For a solution u t the estimate 2.1 in Theorem 1 holds.
 .Proof. Multiplying Eq. 1.1 by u we seet
1 d 2 25 5 5 5u t q G t dx q =u t s f t , u t , 3.1 .  .  .  .  .  . .Ht t t 52 dt V
 . <=u t . < 2  .where we set G t s H s h dh.0
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w xIntegrating the above over 0, 2v we have, by use of the anti-periodic-
ity,
v v
25 5=u t dt s f t , u t dt .  .  . .H Ht t
0 0
1r2 1r2
v v
2 25 5 5 5F f t dt u t .  .H H t /  /0 0
which implies, by Poincare's lemma,
v
2 25 5=u t dt F CM . 3.2 .  .H t 0
0
Applying Lemma 1 we have further
5 5sup =u t F CM . 3.3 .  .0
t
 . U 5  U .5  .From 3.2 there exists t such that u t F CM and hence, by 2.5t 0
 .and 3.3 ,
5 5 2sup u t q G t .  .Ht 5
Vt
v
2U U 25 5F u t q G t dx q f t , u t dt F CM . 3.4 .  .  .  .  . .H Ht t 0
V 0
The following two lemmas are keys in our argument.
 .LEMMA 3. We ha¨e for a solution u t ,
v
2 2 2X 2 2< < < < 5 5s y 2 ¬ s =u D u dx dt F C M q e sup Du t 3.5 .  . 4H H e 0
0 V t
< 2 < 2 < 2 < 2for arbitrarily small e ) 0, where D u denotes  ­ ur­ x ­ x and Ci, j i j e
is a constant depending on e .
Proof. Multiplying the equation by yDu and integrating we have
v
2< <div s =u t =u t Du t dx dt .  .  . 4 .H H
0 V
v v
25 5s =u t dt y f t , Du t dt .  .  . .H Ht
0 0
22 2’ 5 5 5 5F CM q M v sup Du t F C M q e sup Du t . 3.6 .  .  .0 0 e 0
t t
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 w x.Here, by integration by parts cf. 4, 11, 12 we see
< < 2div s =u =u Du dx 4 .H
V
­ 2 u ­ u ­ 2 u ­ u ­ 2 u
Xs s q 2s dxH  5­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ xV i j k i k i i j
2­ u2X < <q N y 1 s q 2s =u H x dS .  . .H
­ n­ V
< X < < < 2 < 2 < 2G s y 2 s =u D u t dx . .H
V
2­ u2X < <q N y 1 s q 2s =u H x dS, 3.7 .  .  . .H
­ n­ V
 .where H x denotes the mean curvature of ­ V at x with respect to the
 .outward normal. By the assumption 1 of Hypothesis 1 and a standard
trace theorem we see
2­ u2X < <N y 1 s q 2s =u H x dS .  . .H
­ n­ V
2­ u
F C dSH
­ n­ V
5 5 21yu . 5 5 2uF C =u Du , 1r2 - u - 1,
2 5 5 2F C M q e Du .e 0
 .Thus, 3.5 is proved.
 .LEMMA 4. Let u t be an appropriate smooth v anti-periodic solution of
 .the problem 1.1 . Then, under the same assumption as in Lemma 3, we ha¨e
v v
2 2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5sup Du t q =u t q Du t dt q u t dt F CM . .  .  .  . . H Ht t t t 0
0 0t
3.8 .
Proof. Multiplying the equation by yDu and integrating we havet
v v v
25 5 < < 5 5 5 5Du t dt F div s =u Du dx dt q f t Du t dt .  .  .  .H H H Ht t t
0 0 V 0
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and hence,
v
2 25 5Du t dt F I q CM , 3.9 .  .H t 0
0
where we set
v 22X 2< < < < < < < <I s s Du q 2 s =u D u dx dt. .H H
0 V
 .Here, by the assumption 2 in Hypothesis 1, we see
v 22 2X 2< < < < < <I F s q 2 s =u D u dx dt .H H
0 V
v 22 4r p 2 py2.r pX 2 2< < < < < < < <s s q 2 s =u D u ¬ D u dx dt .H H
0 V
 .2rp py2 rpv vp2 2 2X 2 2< < < < < < < <F s q 2 s =u D u dx dt D u dx dt .H H H H 5  5
0 V 0 V
 .2rp py2 rpv v
2 2 2X 2 2< < < < < < < <F C s y 2 s =u D u dx dt D u dx dt .H H H H 5  5
0 V 0 V
 .2rp py2 rp
2 22 5 5 5 5F C C M q e sup Du t sup Du t , 3.10 .  .  .e 0 5  /
t t
 .where we have used 3.5 at the last stage. Since, by the anti-periodicity,
5  .5  v 5  .5 2 .1r2  .sup Du t F C H Du s ds the inequality 3.10 together witht 0 t
 .3.9 implies
v
2 25 5Du t dt F CM 3.11 .  .H t 0
0
and
5 5 2 2sup Du t F CM . 3.12 .  .0
t
 .Returning to the equation and using the Hypothesis 1 1 , we have
v v v
2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u dt F C Du t dt q Du q f t dt .  . .H H Ht t t
0 0 0
F CM 2 .0
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5  .5 UFinally, to show the boundedness of =u t we note that there exists tt
 . 5  U .5 2 2from 3.2 such that =u t F CM . Then, multiplying the equation byt 0
u and integrating we easily seet t
v
2 2 2U 2’5 5 5 5 5 5sup =u t F =u t q c I u dt F CM . 3.13 .  .  .H(t t t t 0
0t
The a priori estimates in Lemma 4 will be sufficient for the proof of
Theorem 1. To prove Theorem 2 we prepare the following.
1, 2 2 ..LEMMA 5. Let f g W v ; L V . Then, under the same assumptions
as in Theorem 2, we ha¨e
v
2 2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5=u t dt q sup u t q Du t F C M q M 3.14 .  .  .  . . .H t t t t t 0 1
0 t
 .for an assumed smooth solution u t .
Proof. Differentiating the equation in t we have
 X 4u y div s =u q 2s = ? =u =u y Du s f t . 3.15 .  .t t t t t t t t
 .Multiplying 2.19 by u and integrating we havet t
v v
2 2X5 5 < < < < < < < < < < < <=u dt F s q 2 s =u =u =u dx q f =u dx dt . 4H H Ht t t t t t t t
0 0 V
and
v v
2 2 2 2 2 25 5 5 5=u t dt F C =u dt q CM F C M q M ' C . 3.16 .  . .H Ht t t 1 0 1 1
0 0
 . U w xFurther, we see from 3.16 that there exists t g 0, v such that
5 U 5 2 5 U 5 2 2u t F C =u t F CC .  .t t t t 1
 .and hence, by Eq. 3.15 ,
v
2 2 2XU5 5 5 5 < < < < < < < <sup u t F u t q s q 2 s =u =u =u dx dt .  .  .H Ht t t t t t t
0 Vt
v
5 5 5 5q f u dtH t t t
0
v
25 5 < 5 5 5 5 5F C =u =u q f t u t dt F CC . .  . .H t t t t t t 1
0
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Returning to the original equation we have
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Du t F u t q C Du t q f t F CC . .  .  .  .t t t 1
Now, the derivation of the desired a priori estimates is finished.
4. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2
 4Let f be the set of normalized eigenfunctions of yD in V under thej
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition, which is of course a basis of
H 0. Setting1
m
mu t s l t f .  .m j j
js1
 m .4mwe determine l t , m s 1, 2, . . . , by the anti-periodic solutions ofj js1
the system of the ordinary differential equations
Y < < 2 Xu t , f q s =u =u , =f q =u t , =f s f t , f , .  .  . .  .  . . /m j m m j m j j
4.1 .
j s 1, 2, . . . , m.
 .Clearly, the a priori estimate in Lemma 2 can be applied to u t andm
 m .4hence, the existence of the solutions l t follows from a standardj
 w x.argument cf. Haraux 8 . Further, we see that all the estimates in the
lemmas in the previous section are valid for u s u .m
From Lemmas 2 and 4 we can prove by a standard compactness
 .  .argument that there exists a solution u t of the problem 1.1 in the sense
 w x.of Theorem 1 cf. 12, 13 .
Further, under the assumptions of Theorem 2, we get the estimates in
 .Lemma 5 for u s u and conclude the existence of a solution u t suchm
that
u g L` v ; L2 l L2 v ; H 0 , u g L` v ; H l H 0 , and .  .  .t t 1 t 2 1
u g C v ; H l H 0 . .2 1
 0.  0.Since u g C v ; H and u g C v ; H l H we easily see from thet 1 2 1
equation that
u g C v ; H . .t t y1
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Since L2 is compactly imbedded in H it holds in general thaty1
L` v ; L2 l C v ; H ; C v ; L2 , .  .  .y1 w
and hence, u is weakly continuous as an L2 valued function. Using thist t
w xweak continuity and an argument as in Strauss 19 we have the identity
t2 X5 5u t q 2 s =u q 2s =u ? =u =u t dx dt 4 .  .  .HHt t t t t
s V
t 25 5q =u t dt .H t t
s
t25 5s u s q f t , u t dt .  .  . .Ht t t t t
s
for all t G s. Note that this identity follows formally by multiplying Eq.
 . . 5  .52.19 by u and integrating. From this we conclude that u t ist t t t
continuous and hence, taking into account the weak continuity, u gt t
 2 .C v; L .
 .  2 .Finally, returning to Eq. 1.1 we obtain Du g C v ; L , i.e., u gt
1 0.C v; H l H . The proof of Theorem 2 is complete.2 1
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